NEED A LITTLE EXTRA HELP WITH THOSE MSW PAPER ASSIGNMENTS??

Contact MSW Graduate Assistant:

Linda Arreguin (MSW Student, too!)

linda.arreguin@yahoo.com

APA Paper review: citation check, sentence structure, punctuation, etc.

- EMAIL entire final paper copy AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE for adequate review time !!!
- Include your contact phone # (best time to call?) & assignment due date IN EMAIL
- You might want to include paper assignment instructions with email for clarity
• **ALWAYS** check with your instructor for any questions regarding assignment

• **ALWAYS** use instructor’s preference to paper arrangement and style

• All advice is **SUGGESTIVE** only, **YOUR PAPER GRADE IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY**

• **YOU** decide if you make paper corrections based on review suggestions

• **TIP:** Read your paper **OUT LOUD** to check for grammar and flow of words ☺